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Algorithms and Big Data have recently become household terms and, almost immedi-
ately, issues of bias began to surface in the critical literature. Race bias was the first to
be named but gender bias in algorithms quickly became visible as well. For example,
Google searches demonstrated that selecting professions which are typically associated
with men will generate images which are predominantly of men, even if women are an
equal or majority share of that profession’s workforce. Amazon’s experimental artificial
intelligence (AI) recruiting engine had to be taken out of action when the company
realized that the algorithm was beginning to exclude women. The original aim of the
search was to find successful but emerging professionals to recruit for the ever-growing
company, but the AI started with data from already successful professionals who are
mostly men. The AI “decided” to exclude women based on a historically biased data
relating to the characteristics of the relevant workforce. In the meantime, an MIT study
about facial recognition software projects demonstrated that both race and gender bias
had an impact in all significant projects generated by Amazon, Microsoft, and IBM,
albeit to differing degrees: the group most affected were Black women. In one project,
the software mis-recognized darker-skinned women as men almost a third of the time.

Much of the recent research focusing on gender bias suggests that the primary
reason it occurs is because of the predominance of a particular gender type behind the
making of algorithms. For example, Gehl, Moyer-Horner, and Yeo (2017) reviewed
102 peer-reviewed articles on CVPF (computer vision-based pornography filtering)
software and found that pictures of lone, thin, naked female bodies constituted the ideal
type of pornography: most software ignored not only the penis but also a varied range
and size of human bodies, male, female, and trans. Researchers argue that computer
scientists, who are overwhelmingly straight men, project and then tool their own prefer-
ences for pornography into the design of the software, thus normalizing and idealizing
as objective what is actually an entirely subjectively produced process. An investigation
of artificial intelligence studies (West, Whittaker, & Crawford, 2019) also emphasizes
the lack of participation of individuals with diverse gender identities and a narrow focus
on “women in tech” which may privilege White women and exclude everyone else. In
any case, software systems, like any other human-generated process, take shape accord-
ing to the social organization of production (Raymond & Steele, 1996; Seaver, 2018).

Another primary reason for gender bias relates to the Big Data that feed the algo-
rithms. Datasets may be unrepresentative in the sense that minority gender perspectives
do not pull through into the sampling. However, even if they are involved in the sam-
ple in adequate numbers, such inclusion may nonetheless ignore the complexity and
context of social systems. If the data thus ignore social change, then both past and
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present biases may simply be forwarded into the future. The collection, handling, and
purpose of large datasets need to be further explored and exposed to understand better
how these processes can perpetuate gender and racial bias and discrimination. In what
they call “The Bride Problem,” Zou and Schiebinger (2018) found that using the term
“bride” in ImageNet would very likely yield a White woman who wears a white wed-
ding dress. In contrast, a North Indian woman who wears a wedding sari or lehenga will
be labeled under “performance art,” although she is also a bride. As nearly half of bride
images come from the United States, the dataset here ignores both geodiversity and rep-
resentational proportions. Relatedly, humanoid robotics and especially those linking
the language of assistance with a feminine voice, recirculate existing gender stereotypes
of female domesticity. Linguistic biases may also reinforce gender biases and Gendered
Innovations, a Stanford-based initiative, provides examples from Google Translate. This
tool uses a “faulty” algorithm which selects the “most-used” pronoun by default so that
when it translates languages without gendered pronouns into English, it defaults to “he
said” because the phrase appears more on the internet than “she said.”

Few Big Data projects fully integrate information ethics in their research efforts and
some critics call for an auditing initiative (Mittelstadt, 2016) and more transparency
and supervision for algorithmic processes (Diakopoulos, 2014).The Big Data that feed
the algorithms seem to be the root cause of subjective decision making in processes of
classification, prioritization, association, and filtering (Diakopoulos, 2014). There are,
however, limitations to relying solely on increased transparency as a countermeasure
since contemporary networked discrimination is more subtle than the traditional biases
related to race, class, and gender (boyd, Levy, & Marwick, 2014). Still, design choices in
platform selection may also reinforce gender stereotypes (Adams & Ní Loideáin, 2019).
Platforms have recently become significant venues for gender politics since platform
centrality has become evident in digital communications. Both the #Gamergate scandal
and the “Fappening” leaks became very visible examples of gender bias on platforms
such as Reddit, 4chan, and Twitter. Design decisions and assumptions about users,
made these platforms “nests” of misogynistic activism (Massanari, 2017) and hostile
places for anyone who was not a heterosexual male. While less critiqued, popular plat-
forms such as Google and Facebook also contribute to gender biases through the design
of their interfaces, protocols, and databases which are created by biased algorithms.

Algorithms’ impact goes beyond their intended functions. They deliver a deep medi-
atization of reality (Couldry & Hepp, 2018) and in a way, they are replacing credential-
ized experts, the scientific method, common sense, or even the word of God as voices
to rely on (Gillespie, 2014). With this power, algorithms can introduce new forms of
gender-based discrimination and/or reproduce existing ones. Alternatively, seamless
depersonalized domination by algorithms seems unlikely, thanks to the very complexity
and arbitrary nature of human intervention (Seaver, 2018) and the unstable and mal-
leable nature of algorithms themselves (Seaver, 2013). However, their contribution to
gender bias in everyday life is undeniable and diversification of datasets that are used to
build algorithms (Nafus, 2018), more diversity among algorithm designers and builders,
and more transparency in algorithmic processes are all mechanisms which can mitigate
their biasing impact.
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